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About This Game
Into The War is a Parkour FPS which is still in Development. It is made by Small Town Studios and has a long road of work
ahead of it. Please hop into the discussion and suggest any features you would like to see in this game.
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Title: Into The War
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Small Town Studios
Publisher:
Small Town Studios
Release Date: 2 Dec, 2015

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 64-Bit / Windows 8 64-Bit / Windows 8.1 64-Bit
Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-530 @ 2.93 GHz / AMD Phenom™ II X4 810 @ 2.60 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTS 450 @ 1GB / ATI® Radeon™ HD 5870 @ 1GB
DirectX: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 1 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX Compatible
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Best Wrist-Numbing Speed-Clicking Cosmic Horror Story 2017. This is a great new type of simulated board game. You really
have to think about upcoming movement, as in chess. It's a different and fun take on 2 player competitive gaming.. I got Copoka
as part of a Humble Monthly a long time ago, and went in not sure what to expect. Copoka trailers show exactly what you get,
you play the role of a bird that collects objects for it's nest, flying around in a big open town and playing no role in the random
conversations you hear from bystanders except listening. It's a pretty straightforward game and not very long to 100%, but I will
say that I found it to be unexplainably relaxing in a way. They do suggest you use a controller for this game, but I got through
just fine with a keyboard. There is no mouse support however, which is a disappointing miss since I really would have loved this
game more with a mouse to control flying.
I would recommend this to those looking for something to kick back with and take it easy on.. This game was just utterly cat
tastic. From kitty kart, to flying feline..... I just simply couldnt get enough of this furball out of my brain. The apples in
challenge mode were like catnip.... The rings were just like a scratch post... I truly want to thank te developers for releasing my
inner crazy cat person within such a colorful enjoyable game.
Den \/ den. Not as stunning as the 3rd part, but still very good game. I'm so disapointed that the series ends on this one.. A very
fun SeriousSam esque Rouge-like bullethell, with many types of weapons & enemies
It may not seem like it, but it is a certain test of skill in the aspects of health, firepower, speed, supplies, and navigation of the
enviroment
Most players will have to throw themselves into fray time after time, getting oh so close to completion, but still oh so far from it
This cakewalk has many candles for such a young age
Very fun game, that I can't help but love
As it is in development, I hope it grows into a minagary of beautiful pain that can make all players just hurt so good
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boostmaister,
olofmaister.. This is a very good adaptation of the board version. In my opinion its really well spent money.. decent for trading
cards. Brilliant and simple dungeon crawler. Not too long, but well worth it and leaves you wanting more. Haven't enjoyed a
crawler this much since legend of grimrock 2. Bravo to the developer!. The camera angles are sometimes horrendous, the
controls sometimes drive you mad, the odd level makes you want to put your controller through the screen. Absolutely stunning.
Best game I've played through in ages. Feels like a Gamecube game that never got a release. Love it.. This is a classic. For over
20 years I have been playing this game. Its like chess.
Very easy to understand, difficult to master.
10\/10 greatest RTS of all time. Have been long anticipating this release as I do know personally the small team that has been
behind it's development. First of all can I say a big well done on coming this far and persevering with this project, it's always
refreshing to see new ideas come to the table and indie developers giving their spin on story telling or just pure gameplay at its
core.
Into Blue Valley shows off one hell of a creative landscape and perspective which will have you building up your own suspense
and in some cases have your eyes playing tricks on you. The atmoshpere is completely hammered home through its fantastic
soundtrack to really give that lost wanderer feel.
The story is text based so prepare to read a little but manages to cover different styles of writing that you'd probaly find lying
around... It is not a film award winning script but manages to do the job.
Honestly don't expect the longest amount of gameplay from Into Blue Valley however do keep in mind that this is a first for the
developer (that consists of one coder might I add!) and that the magic is really in taking it in a slow pace allowing yourself to
immerse a little! This immersion will be pushed a little further by an Occulus Rift version (free of charge) which is a bonus that
I'd be willing to try out and does help to justify the game's price. I really will be trying this to see if my eyes end up tricking me
even more.
Overall a good effort and would be interested in seeing where the developers go in the future.
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